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Coming up

• Overview of the project 

• Other relevant work and contextual factors

• Unpublished updates!



Funding
• UKRI MRC Career Development Award to Lesley Uttley (MR/T009861/1; 

2020-2024): Investigating human influences in systematic reviews and meta-

analyses which could prove a direct or indirect conflict of interest in the 

context or content of this presentation.

• Views are my own and not necessarily representative of the MRC/UKRI



Disclosures

• Systematic review advocate

• Not an ad hominem researcher



Evidence-based hierarchy



1. Undeclared conflicts

2. Not pre-registering intentions

3. Massaging data with meta-analyses (without statistical expertise)

4.Only including or highlighting positive studies

5. Adding spin in conclusions

Motive? Who is doing this systematic review and why?

Bad systematic reviews are worse than 
non-systematic reviews



Guidelines for good 
practice



A living systematic review of problems with 
systematic reviews

Website: https://systematicreviewlution.com/
Published paper: Uttley, L., Quintana, D. S., Montgomery, P., Carroll, C., Page, M. J., Falzon, L., 
… & Moher, D. (2023). The problems with systematic reviews: a living systematic review. Journal 
of Clinical Epidemiology.

https://systematicreviewlution.com/
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jclinepi.2023.01.011
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jclinepi.2023.01.011
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jclinepi.2023.01.011


Why do living research?
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The Web App Behind the Database



Open Science Framework page (2020-01-06): https://osf.io/2hmv9/

https://osf.io/2hmv9/


PROSPERO registration (March 8th 2020): CRD42020181371

https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/display_record.php?ID=CRD42020181371


Inclusion criteria
• Academic journal articles highlighting problems with published 

systematic reviews

Exclusion criteria
• Articles that discuss theoretical problems in systematic reviews but 

not in relation to examples in the published literature
• Articles of problems with meta-analyses not conducted in the 

context of a systematic review



Literature searches from 
first iteration



Systematic 
reviews 
included in 
the 485 
included 
articles



1. COMPREHENSIVE (does 
not miss relevant studies) 

2. RIGOROUS    
(uses appropriate methods 
for data synthesis)

3. TRANSPARENT (reports 
methods to enable 
replication) 

4. OBJECTIVE         
(is conducted fairly and 
without vested interests)
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COMPREHENSIVE

• Overly stringent inclusion criteria affecting external validity
• Insufficient literature searches
• Grey literature excluded
• Language restriction
• Lack of supplementary searches beyond databases
• Errors or omissions in search strategy
• Outdated searches
• Perpetuates citation of poor quality primary study data
• Ignores setting or context of included studies which limits review applicability
• Errors in study inclusion or omission of relevant studies
• Reliance on randomised controlled trials for harms / safety data
• Poor consideration of publication bias
• Redundant / overlapping / duplicated review question; leads to research waste
• Untimely (taking too long) or resource intensive
• Not updated regularly



RIGOROUS

• Intervention not described / defined
• Data extraction errors and double counting
• Inclusion of observational / non-randomised studies
• Conflicts of interest or funding of included studies not assessed
• Flawed risk of bias undertaken
• No quality assessment undertaken or reported
• Limited quality assessment or no risk of bias
• Meta-analyses and forest plots presented without considering risk of bias / quality
• Incorrect interpretation or statistical inference error from meta-analysis
• Inadequate analysis of heterogeneity
• Unplanned or unjustified subgroup or sensitivity analyses
• Small number of trials in meta-analyses
• Errors in effect estimate calculations or data synthesis
• Risk of bias not incorporated into conclusions of review
• Poor execution of narrative synthesis
• Low methodological (AMSTAR) quality
• Weaknesses identified in some Cochrane reviews
• Cochrane reviews more rigorous/higher quality than non-Cochrane reviews
• Low reporting or methodological quality (OTHER GUIDANCE)
• Lack of guidance or consistency in systematic overview / umbrella / review of 

systematic reviews
• Following guidelines is no guarantee of a rigorous systematic review



TRANSPARENT

• No registered or published protocol
• Methods not described to enable replication
• Lack of prespecification in eligibility criteria
• Multiplicity of outcomes and lack of pre-specification for outcome 

reporting
• Undocumented or unjustified deviations to the review protocol
• Funding or sponsor of systematic review not reported
• Conflict of interest statement or disclosures for review authors 

missing
• Search strategy not provided
• Reasons for excluding potentially eligible studies not provided
• Individual study characteristics not reported sufficiently
• Selective reporting of harms / safety / adverse events / side effects
• Failure to address missing outcome data in analyses
• Errors in systematic review abstracts or plain language summaries
• Unwieldy/ difficult to read
• Low reporting (PRISMA) quality



OBJECTIVE

• Lack of clinical expert/ stakeholder/ user perspective
• Review question not justified / important
• Inflexible methods to complex questions
• Failure to consider equity, different socioeconomic groups or 

disadvantaged populations
• Failure to define clinically meaningful outcomes
• Literature searches not validated by information specialist
• Single reviewer / lack of double checking
• Lack of statistical expertise in handling of quantitative data
• Spin or subjective interpretation of findings
• Unpublished or "zombie" reviews (the file-drawer effect)
• Interpreted without considering certainty or overall quality of the 

evidence base
• Inconclusive or lack of recommendations
• Guest / gift / ghost authorship
• Non-financial conflicts of interest of review authors
• Financial conflicts of interest of review authors
• High risk of bias (ROBIS)



Wordcloud of Frequently Ascribed Keywords Across Included Articles Indicating Problems With Systematic Reviews



Secondary research outpacing primary research

Fontelo, P., & Liu, F. 
(2018). A review of recent 
publication trends from 
top publishing countries. 
Systematic reviews, 7(1), 
1-9.

Ioannidis, J. P. (2016). The 
mass production of 
redundant, misleading, 
and conflicted systematic 
reviews and 
meta-analyses. The 
Milbank Quarterly, 94(3), 
485-514.



Retrospective meta-analyses: please stop 

Fontelo, P., & Liu, F. (2018). A review of recent publication trends from top publishing countries. Systematic reviews, 7(1), 
1-9.

Niforatos, J. D., Chaitoff, A., Weaver, M., Feinstein, M. M., & Johansen, M. E. (2020). Pediatric literature shift: Growth of 
meta-analyses was 23 times greater than growth of randomized trials. Journal of Clinical Epidemiology, 121, 112-114.



Why so many sub-optimal systematic reviews?
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The influence of the research environment



Publish 
or Perish 
Research 
Culture

Journal 
papers 

rewarded by 
institutions

Disengaged 
for-profit 
journal 
system

Prestigious 
journals 

favour novel 
findings

Time-poor 
publicly 

funded peer 
reviewers

Precarious 
research 
contracts

Inappropriate 
recognition/ 
assessment

Junior 
researchers 

not given 
credit/ named 

on bids

Early career 
researchers 
disappear to 

other 
industries

Homogenous 
demographic 

of 
researchers



Systematic Reviews

Editorials

Literature reviews

Case report, Case series 

Cohort Studies

Clinical Trials

Research waste
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Solutions?



Comprehensive

•Team inclusivity 
• Appropriate methodological representation: information 

specialist/librarian, statistician 
• Public involvement
• Content/ clinical expertise

•Search reflexivity



Rigour

•Guideline consultation/adherence (e.g. MECIR)
•Planning for heterogeneity in the protocol
•Statistical expertise for quantitative syntheses



Transparency

• Pre-specification (e.g. PROSPERO, Open science 
framework)

• Reporting guidelines (e.g. PRISMA)
• Timely and complete reporting regardless of 

direction/magnitude of findings; Pre-prints
• Data sharing
• Especially for publicly funded research



Objective

• Diverse research teams for generalizable research
• Engaged representation = clinically meaningful research 

questions
• Acknowledging own potential conflicts (financial and non-

financial)
• Knowing when to step back
• Managing conflicted experts in the team
• Accountability



New developments for this work (1)

• Update performed 2023: now 637 included studies





• New problem identified: Lack of diversity in review authorship 
teams

New keywords: Immunology, Living, Environment, 
Haematology

New developments for this work (2)

OBJECTIVE



• Systematic Reviewlution to live a bit longer! 
- (MRC Transition Support Award 2025-2026)

New developments for this work (3)



Journal of Clinical Epidemiology Special Issue: 
Methodological Aspects of Research Integrity & Culture
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Thank you for listening. Questions?
https://systematicreviewlution.com/
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